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The memoranda prepared by CABOCHE 1 on the subjects of the

creation of a central CARCASS school and organization of WARNACK plus

dispatch containing comments on these matters raise many

questions concerning details of implementation, but, more importantly,

tend to bring into focus fundamental premises and concepts of

CABOCHE 1. It would seem that these memoranda reflect rather clearly

a conception of joint operations with DYCLAIM considerably at variance

with our own ideas and the actual situation as it is today. Their

plans are most ambitious and concurrance in them by us would involve a

very substantial commitment on our part; conversely a relatively small

commitment from them even though' it represented a major portion of their

overall effort. It is my belief that a very thrrough and complete

analysis of their proposal coupled with a review of cooperation with

CABOCHE 1 to date should be made and our own position on this matter

defined clearly in our own minds before we engage in any further serious

discussions with them concerning the implementation of the proposed

program. We have heretofore initiated joint activities with CABOCHE 1

on the basis of rather general outlines of agreement, the details to

be worked out jointly as the operations developed. Our experience has

proved the necessity of anticipating as many details as possible and

reaching agreement on them prior to initiation of any new activity.

These memoranda make it clear that, regardless of any use of the

term "joint operations on a partnership basis" CABOCHE 1 considers them

as their own operations  conducted with DYCLAIM assistance when necessary.
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It is, perhaps, significant to note that nowhere in these memoranda is

the term "joint operation" used. A minimum of reference is made to

DYCLAIM. This also has been true of previous communications from the

Center. From all contact, written or otherwise, that Washington head-

quarters has had with the CABOCHE 1 leadership and representatives the

indications are that they have an exaggerated idea of their own capabilities

as an organization and of the capabilities of individual members. While

it should be acknowledged that in Germany, in connection with CARCASS,

the organization has made not inconsequential contributions to the joint

effert -- particularly in terms of instructor personnel -- in the United

States the only significant contribution has been the three individuals

comprising the AEROFOIL team. We have not otherwise benefited from

participating in a joint operation, but, on the contrary, have been

hindered and thwarted by obstacles raised at frequent intervals by

incompetent and inexperienced CABOCHE 1 representatives, one of whom is

by all indications highly regarded by them as an operations officer,

presumxably their most qualified man available for the very responsible

assignment given him,

There are, in my opinion, at least fill* avenues open to us:

1. Cease collaborating with CABOCHE 1 on penetration operations

into the USSR.

2. DYCLAIM assume the right of directing all onerations with

CABOCHE 1 assuming a secondary position only of supplying bodies and

whatever assistance is within their ca pabilities. All activities would

fall within the framework of a general agreement of what such operations

would have as their goals, but the detailed im plementation of operations
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would be both the responsibility and right of DYCLAIM. In effect,

CABOCHE 1 would simply monitor our activities and ina assist when they

could.

a. It is generally assumed that such an arrangement would

be completely unacceptable to CABOCHE 1, and such, indeed, might be

the case. Their alternatives in this case would be to grope along by-

themselves on an exceedingly limited basis almost entirely lacking two

very important ingredients: funds and technical and logistical resources,

or to collaborate with another service whose support of them would very

unlikely be of the same scope as ours.

3. DYCLAIM and CABOCHE 1 to operate on the basis of equality of

rights even though DYCLAIM provides the greatest contribution to the

operations.

a. Even with identical objectives and equally competent

personnel, joint operations condtcted by two organizations -- each with

its own opinions and ways of doing things -- is a very complicated business.

Joint operations are simplified when the two organizations genuinely
a

understand each other well and when theft is actual good faith on the

part of both. It is my opinion that lack of mutual understanding and

insufficient knowledge of each other is an important factor in the

present relationship of CABOCHE 1 and DYCLAIM. The question of good

faith is a moot one. Whether or not one condones it, there seems little

doubt that CABOCHE 1 is out to take us for all they can get. On the

other hand, I don't believe our attitude can be discribed as the same.

On this point, perhaps the fault lies with us rather than with them.
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When im persons with varying degrees of incompetence, for whatever reasonx--

lack of experience, ignorance of the subject matter, poor judgment,

or insufficient intelligence -- are permitted to participate in serious

operations and play an important role, such operations cannot help but

suffer so long as wank these people assert themselves.

4. CABOCHE 1 conduct all operations in their own way with DYCLAIM

proltiding financial and lbgistical support and assuring that all operations

are so planned and carried out as to substantially benefit us. Here

DYCLAIM plays the lesser role, although a still substantial one, but the
concurrance

planning and training is done by CABOCHE 1 subject to ourippoommi	 that

it is in consonance with our mutual objectives.

a. This simply means that we let someone else do much of the

work for us while we also reap the benefits of their efforts. In practical

terms it means less of our personnel commited to this work and, therefore,

free for other activities purely our own. It must presuppose, however,

a level of competence and capabilijw on the part of CABOCHE 1 which will

result in operations satisfactory to us. CABOCHE 1 may some day attain

that level of competence, even with our assistance, but in my own opinion

they have yet to nrove that degree of competence.

Without attempting at this time to suggest which path we should

follow in connection with collaborating with CABOCHE 1 on penetration

operations, we should, I think, take careful note of certain items

contained in and facts concerning the two memoranda mentioned in olgonox

the first paragraph.
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5. Establish a semi-autonomous unit in the United States headed

by a DYCLAIM operations officer and staffed by members of both DYCLAIM

and CABOCHE Im which would be responsible for planning operations,

training, dispatch, and conduct of joint penetration o perations. This

unit would either do its own recruiting of agent candidates or at a

minimum have the right to accept or reject them. The unit would submit

regular reports to both DYCLAIM and CABOCHE 1 headquarters. The deputy

would be a CABOCHE 1 man, the chief of training, perhaps, a CABOCHE 1

mark with a deputy from DYCLAIM, etc. This would, in effect, be a pool

of qualified personnel from both DYCLAIM and CABOCHE 1. Such an

arrangement would make it vertually impossible for CABOCHE 1 to milk

us financially and otherwise in order to benefit their other activities

and overall position. It would require good faith on the part of both

organizations and mutual confidence in the unit. It should be possible

to completely divorce it from other CABOCHE 1 interests and activities

and would provide the acid test of their expressed desires for penetration

operations into the USSR. Personnel assigned to the unit who are found

unfit or who are unable to work together with the rest of the team would

be removed and replaced by more qualified persons from either organization.

Such a solution may be considered unusual and vertually impossible fof

attainment, but it should be remembered that similar arrangements have been

proved successful by the military.
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If we ME want to be very generous concerning these memoranda --

and similar ones at hand -- we can say that we have misinterpreted them

or that CABOCHE 1 has not said what they intended to say. If, however,

we XIMMEEDitEM give them credit for being able to express themselves well

and say what they mean, there are some significant things to be noted.
when

1. Although/a joint endeavor, for example such as SHEAF, is

planned, described, and an organization chart drawn, all participants

and relationships are noted, in both the descriptions and chart DYCLAIM

is omitted. The , ? exception related to training, where the following

is quoted: "The program is ligorked out by the school director Ze-ABOCHE 1

member7, together with the director in chief of WARNACK and is presented

for review to CABOCHE 1 headquarters. In composing the program, the

experience and knowledge of DYCLAIM teachers is taken into consideration,

and the parts of the program that are related to technical training are

drawn 11D together with representatives of DYCLAIM, iftbdik taking into

account the technical means that can be su pplied by DYCLAIM. Although

ma explanations concerning recruitment, operational planning, training, and

assignment of personnel, instructor or otherwise, are snecific,DYCLAIM

is completely disregarded.

2. The overall impression one gains from these memoranda, and

previous ones, is that CABOCHE 1 feels no compunction whatsoever about
in assuming

not only suggesting basic changes at any time, but/xEmxxxiExxxxxmr that

tireprximiummtpabxnueriggpostrami such suggestions are automatically accepted.

This is exemplified by thei 4actions in connection with assignment of

personnel, chari*ng composition of a team, withdrawing people from a

project, adding others, and scheduling operations.
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3. CABOCHE 1 seems to have a somewhat unrealistic viewpoint

concerning the sending of their people, in effect, almost anyplace,

anytime. This is not simply a matter of considerable expense, but

of difficulty in arranging travel -- including documentation, re—entry

permits, etc. Furthermore, the whole principle of "visiting firemen';
to

free not only to inspect, but/order changes without benefit of full

background on the question at hand, is an undesirable one. Complications,

confusion, and very likely ill will are almost inevitable.

4• Related to point 3, above, is their assumption of the right to

transfer personnel from a project in one part of the world to another
are

project elsewhere. Here not only/the principles of security viilated,

but there is no continuity of experienced people working on a given

operation, learning the area of operation, and the base area. Likewise,
and capabilities in a given area

we blow our own facilities/to too large a number of CABOCHE 1 people.

5. The CABOCHE 1 memoranda reflect a greatly exaggerated opinion

of the organization's capabilities and the capabilities of individual

members. The question arises as to whether they are fooling themselves,

trying to fool us, or so adicted to the habit of exaggeration in connection

with their propaganda and public relations efforts that they can't write

straight facts. It is worth citing some examples. First I AEROGUN l's

tasks in regard to the "reconnaissance mission':

a. The direction of student training at the school. (Has

contributed absolutely nothing since 3 October 1951 except a two—hour

lecture on military tactics.)
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b. Accompanying the students to the base.
1,24WAv

c. The establishment and organization of the base. , He nor

any other member of CABOCHE 1 has the slightest capability to locate,

obtain, furhiah, etc. safehouse and training facilities in Japan. He

could not even participate in such activities since they must be ready

by the time he and the team arrives.)

d. The dispatch of the students on intelligence missions.

(It is difficult to see what role AEROGUN 1 could play here other than

to be physically present.)

e. Direction of the students (agent team) during the time they

are on reconnaissance, and communication with them. (He will, of course,

participate in any decisions and will be in contact with the team through

DYCLAIM commo facilities.)

f. Receiving the students (team) back at the base.

CABOCHE 1 also assumes the impossible is easy in declaring: "During

the students' training time at school and during their guidance in further

work, matters are to be arranged so that:

a. One of them will be prepared to take over direction of the

base. (In our opinion, only one is capable of that - AEROGUN 4.)

b. One of them will be capable of directing or teaching at the

school. (AEROGUN 2 could not direct, but might be able to teach after

substantial addition.training himself.)

c. One of them remains as director and guide of further actions

in the area (Far East). (The third member of the team is inca pable of

any resnonsibilities other than being a team member.)"
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CABOCHE l's ideas concerning Phase III of AEROFOIL, the/radio

propaganda operation, are even stranger. They specifft that the director

of this phase LaBOCHE 1 member7, among other things will (1) select

the technical and propaganda personnel required (2) prepare the technical

equipment on time (3) draw up a work plan for the station and propaganda

material:* (4) depart with the radio station equipment for the place where

he will work (5) he will organize and conduct the operation of the station

there (6) he will maintain contact with the radio station director at

CABOCHE 1 headquarters in Germany. It would seem that no additional

comment is required after this listing. In this connection, however,

note that AEROGUN 3 in September 1951 was designated as the radio and

propaganda man. He ix has now been appointed temporarily, at least, as

chief of the entire WARNACK project. DYCLAIM has given him some training

and has already arranged for him to receive, beginning about 1 April

1952, special training to qualify him for his job. CABOCHE 1 now seems

vague as to who the radio and propaganda man and who the chief of

WARNACK will be. This is a typical example of the difficulties of

working with them. There is no assurance that he will not be pulled out

in the middle of his training and a substitute provided.

CABOCHE l's ideas as to necessExsary qualifications for personnel

holding responsible jobs is exemplified by their statement that, should

AEROGUN 1 accompany the team into the target area, they must be notified

in advance in order to allow them approximately 30 days to train awi Its r4„-4cIA

substitute for the phase I (reconndssiane) case officer. Such a man, of

course, could not be familiar with all the details of the development of

the project or the background and training of the team members. These

important factors are completely disregarded by CABOCHE 1., ;yew
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6. Particular note should be taken of the fact that DYCLAIM

nowhere enters the picture so far as recruitment is concerned, although

we are expected to pay the recruits and are saddled with any bad ones

who could and have created substantial problems for us.

1 7, Without attempting to read anything special into it, a reading

of CABOCHE l's statement concerning the initiation of Phase II of

WARNACK gives a good indication of their general attitude. "The beginning

gate7 of this course will be determined by CABOCHE 1 headquarters, with

the approval of DYCLAIM."

8 • According to these memoranda the local area chiefs have full

responsibility to act indepeddently within the general framework of

CABOCHE 1 and DYCLAIM agreements. This they have not done, either in

Germany or the United States, but have complicated matters by insisting
CABOCHE 1

on consulting/headquarters on matters already clearly decided.

9. These memoranda refer to and it is the practice of the CABOCHE 1

organization to transmit materials of a classified nature through the

regular mails. Minimal use has been made of DYCLAIM facilities although

they have always been available. An even more serious problem is the

storage of highly classified materials	 in Germany, the United States

and elsewhere where satisfactory safe storage facilities do not exist

for the CABOCHE I organization. It is known that such classified materials

are held by them and DYCLAIM has absolutely no control over the situation.

. CABOCHE l's plan to have all recruits go to Germany for cadre

training at DYCLAIM expense is ideal for them. Of all recruits sent

there, perhaps only a few will "qualify" for penetration operations into

1,0

4't	 ir 4kt.
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the USSR. They will, however, be available for CABOCHE 1 work in

Germany or elsewhere, perhaps still at our expense. Or bony some of them

may be returned to their normal places of residence, CABOCHE 1 - trained

and of value to them, but no use to us. Indirectly, of course, some of

the "rejects" might be of value to us if employed in either SPAIN or

RADIO. It must be assumed that if CABOCHE 1 runs true to form, they will

agressively make the most of the situation.

It seems to me, that all factors considered, our assumption concerning

CABOCHE l's attitude should be: they want to run their own show, in

their own way, according to their own schedule without interference from

anyone. They have learned from their own experience that they are

incapable of doing what they want to without substantial support from

outside their own organization. Only after they clearly recognized

their own limitations did they reluctantly come to the Americans, and

this possibly after having tried other services. We are to them simply

a necessary evil and fair game for them to take every possible advantage

of. Their own newsnaper, Possev, although subsidized by DYCLAIM, publishes

articles which clearly indicate that if they are not anti-American, surely

they definitely are not pro-American. We must disabuse ourselves of any

idea that they consider us allies in the true sense of the word. Two

examples of their frustrations which probably figured in thetir eventual

decision to come to us are their failure in an attem pt to mount a seaborne

operation into the Crimea from Turkey in 1945 and the hopelessness of

independently implementing AEROGUN l's plan of 1950 for the infiltration

of Primorski Krai. JO!
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. We should,	 my opinion, consider that we are dealing with a group

l

zealots, inspired, but too inclined to confuse wishful thinking with

actuality. AsEl jhas said, they are imbued with an abnormal degree

of suspicion of the Americans which is almost constantly manifested in

our relations with them and	 es working with them bolds,  trying, and

reasonably smooth functioning of operations quite difficult. They are
and

extemely jealous of their prerogatives and constantly/openly on guard

against any auertion of DYCLAIM rights, at the same time poised to

pull a "fast one" on the Americans at the slightest opportunity. The

saying, "Give them an inch and they will take a mile," aptlies perfectly

to their organization.

This has not been an attempt to comment, point—by—point, on each

item of their proposals, at or to supply the answers as to what we

should do. It is hoped that by highlighting some of the items and by

recording certain personal impressions and ideas concerning the DYCLAIM —

CABOCHE 1 relationship, some contribution has been made toward the final

formulation of a clear, realistic, and practical policy for dealing with

this group. It is suggested that this paper be read by those persons

concerned and perhaps serve as the starting point for discussions on
concerning

future policy/it the CABOCHE 1 organizAtion.
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OTneuaTano a 4-x KORKAX:

1 xonmA nepeAaeTon mnoTaugmm AAA.
1 WHIRR OCTSLOTOR B 0. 1ITa6e.
1 xonmA nepexaaTom 4BM,
1 monmA nepecumeTop SAC.
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OpraHx3a1xn pyKonoAcTna apaigeR 'Tape

1. ,AW HanpanaReTcR B CIA x npxHxmaeT yuacTme n pa6oTe no alc4xx "Bapg"
n pemeHHonnopRAKe pyxonoAcTna OTACJIbBUM ytiacTKom ToIi aKipar.

Ho oKoHtlaHmx DToR panom AtIPM momeT 6TATB nepe6pomeH 0. DITa6om Ha Apyrof/1
placTom B am6om reorpa4mtlecKom mecTe, 6oaee coTneTcTnymmmil gE3111 no mxpoTe
It pa3maxy.

Ecax, B cmay 06CTORTeXbCTB H Tpe6osamxii 60pb6m, noTpe6yeTcR nepemelgeHme
MT go 0K0Hl4aHm g xm DToR pa6oTm, TO DTO nepemeigeHme npom3no-
7IRTCR no Aoronopy memAy 0. MTanom x AAA m C npmcmaKoR nmecTo fl1TI COOTBeT-
cTpymigero pylconogxTeaR pa6oToii.

2. Mta6om cHxmaeTcA, payee oymecTsonannimil, 3anpeT ,21pul oTupanxTBcsl c yllelimKamm
Ha TeppmTopxm HenpmATexR. Pememe gexecoo6pa3HocTx oTnpanKx ero c ymleHmKamx
B pa3neAKy npeAocTanaReTcg 4pm pi npeAcTanxTexpm AAA, lipmmxmammm yliacTxe B
GTOVI me aK4mx. 06 OTOM pemeHmix 0. IIITa6 x3neripeTcR AWI x npeAcTanxTexgmx
AAA mxHxmym 3a mecsug Ao oTnpanKx rpynnm B pa3neAxy.

3.	 B cmay noTeHnmaxHoia BO3M0ZHOCTX i- 1., yxoAa pA1111 c ytieHmIcamxB pa3ne1cy Ha
TeppmTopxm HanprIRTeag 0. IIITa6 lipxlimmaeT 3apaHee cooTneTcTnymqme mepm:

a/ c TOtIKM 3pem5i 6e3onacHocTx x Koncnxpancxx neer° Aera Bopb6m, 4BM goameH
3HaTb KaK mcmHo meimme x TOXbRO TO, tITO civignaHo HenocpeAcTneHHo c Aeaom
xm neAommm.

HooTomy ,LIBM He momeT pyxonoAxTB ncem Aeaom aKricxx "Baps" B o6qem ee
o6 neme, a pymonAmT TOXEKO "aK4imeil pasneAKx".

6/ C TOLIKM 3peHm5i opraHx3aqmoHHoR - 0. ITa6 npmcmaaeT B 3ameH ppm Ha
npemA ero OTCyTCTBTAR B pa3neAme Apyroro pyKonoAmTeaR pram ynoaHomo-
geHHoro ITa6a, RoTopmil x negeT pa6oTy Ha 6a3e Ao o6paTIToro no3npargeHm
(300 143 paaneArcx.

HocKoxbxy pemeHme o6 oTnpanKe r7pin B pasneAxy momeT 6mTB nmHeceHo aa
HecKoaLao AHerl Ao oTnpanxx, TO ynoaHomotzeImmii OT mTa6a AoameH npm6mTB
Ha 6a3y 3a mecAn Ao oTlipanKm pammAxx, He3anxcxm0, npmE.A.To yEe pelqeHme
max eqe He uppainTo.

Eczx conmecTisim pemeHmem 4pm x npeAcTanxTexal AAA 6yAeT nmHeceHo
TnepAoe pemeHme, MT° mm He mgeT 13 pa3neARy, TO TorAa npmcmaKa
ynozHomolieTuioro 6yAeT m3xxmHell. OAHaHo, OTO pemeHme AomicHo 6mTB
BuHeceHo mpammym 3a mecR4 Ao oTlipasxx pa3BeARx x 6uTh TsepAo
EmnoaHgemum.
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4. B sagatim ,Dpm no "axnxim pa3negxm" nxogmT:

a/ pyxonogcTno noaroTomoR yllemixon B mxoxe.
6/ noe3gxa c ytleHmamm Ha 6a3y.
B/ ycTpoiicTno X opraHmanmR 6a3m,
r/ oTnpanxa ygeHxxon B pasnegxy.
g/ pyxonogcTno yueHmxamm no npemsi xx npe6NBaH3RB pa3negxe m CBR3b C

HM.
e/ npmem yuenmxon o6paTHo Ha 6a33r,

Bo npemR nogroTonxx yneHmxon B mxoze BO npemR mx pyxonogcTna BO npemsq
gaabHeilmeti pa6oTN necTx geao Tax, LtTo6N no no3npalgeHmx yueHmxon 113
pa3negxx:

0A1,111 113 HMX 6ux nogroTonaeH x pyxonogcTny
1/13 HMX 6N cnoco6eH pyxonogmTb max npenoganaTb B mxoae.

0A1,111 143 HMX OCTWICR pyxonogxTeaemI POBOAHMEOM gaabHeMmxx rpynn,
oTnpanaammxxcA Ha TeppmTopmm HenpmRTeaR.

B caytiae, ecam XIII cam cTnpanaReTcR B pa3negxy, TO nyHRTN r, Lx E
oToro naparpacDa BUTIOJIHRWTCA ynoaHomotaeHHNm, npmczaHmm B aameHy 4pm.

5. B may xolicnmpaTmmxisix npxlimH m mep 6e3onacHocTx, xax 6mao yx.2.3aHo mime,
mm, He momeT 6NTb pyxonogmTexem noel axqxx "Bap." B neaom.

HoeTomy raanHmii pyxonogmTeab nceii axnmx "Bapn" 6ygeT Ha3HatieH 0. MTanom.
BpemeHHo go Ha3HaueHm raanHaro pyxonogmTeaR, ero o5543aHHocTx mcnoaHReT
BAC, npmHxman Ha ce5n nee npana x 06.543aH1iOCTX raampro pyxonogmTeaR.

6. 4BE no gexam "axqmm pasnegxx" gepamT HenocpegcTneHHym CBR3E, C 0. DiTa6om,
mH(DopmxpyR ero o ncex geTaaRx pa6oTN. CDR3b often() nopRgxa negeTcR
HenocpegcTneHHo no notiTe. Boupocm cnegeHmR, He morymxe 6HT17,
nepegaHHmmx tiepe3 nouTy, nocmaamTcR no Jummx AAA.

OgHaxo, BAC, xax npememio sameigammmia raamoro pyxonogxTeaR Beek' axl4mx
"BapR" goameH 6mTb Taxme nocnRmeH BO nce geTaxm panoTN "axqxx pa3negxx"
11 no mepe Hago6HocTx o6cym7iaeT c 	 Te max gpyre mepo1Tpx2TmR, capq3aHHNe c
OTOVI axnxeR max xacamigmecp ee.

Ecam no TM max gpyrxm nonpocam, ong3aHHNm c "axumeti pa3negxa" memgy ,RBE
H BAC npomexogRT pa3Horaacm, TO oxowicTeabHoe pemeHme Taxxx nonpocon
nepegaeTcR O. ETa6y, pemeHmn xoToporo SIBJIPBOTCR oxoHuaTeablimmm..

B pa6oTe no axqmx "BapR" n neaom, Tax m B panoTe no "axqmx paanegxm"
B tlaCTHOCTX H. B. Boagmpen He goameH npxHmmaTb yllacTxR, Tax xax ero
3agaqa RWIReTCR cxopeilmxii npme3g B Enpony AaR npxHRTm cnoero yllacTxa
pa5oT1 npm O. MTa6e. HoeTomy OH goameH 6NTb conepmeHHo ocno6om7eH OT

axnmm "BapR".
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8. B HacToRme spew axqmpq "BapR" mozeT pa3BmmaTbcR no ABym BapmaHTam:

1-mit BapmaHT: 	 AKIXI/IR "Bap" COCTOXT H3 AByx
a/ "axqxm pa3BeAxm" m
6/ oAHospemeHHoe AmbHenmee

IgeecR B noAroToBxe HOBMX
CTaHUHTAH T.A.

Thom 3TOM BapmaHTe OCTMOTCR B elute Bce BmmemallozeHHoe B HacToRzeg
mHoTpyxqmm.

2-on BapmaHT. AxgmR "BapR" COCTOMT TOZEKO 143 oAHoro memeHTa, a
mmeHmo, TOXIDRO M3 "axnxm pa3BeAxa", ocTaxbHoe xe
oTmaAmBaeTcR Ha xaxoe-To HeonpeAexeHHoe BpemR.

Hpx 3TOM Bapmalue 0. LUTa6 ocTaBaReT 3a C060ii OTO3BaHMR Ha Apyrym
pa6oTy Bffl. Bcm noAroToBmTeAbnym pa6oTy "axqmm pa3BeAxa" nepeAaTb
BAC H TOXIDKO B OTBeTCTBeHHOe BpemR, a mmeHHo: 3a mecR4 Ao oTnpaBxm
H Ha BpemR npom3BoAcTma camog pa3BeAxm, npmexaTb B nomoiqb BAC
oco6oyncomomotleHHoro OT 111Ta6a, xoTopmn H npoBeAeT conmecTHo c BAC
oTy axnmx Ao

Hocxoxbxy B HacToRDukee BpemR 0. 111Ta6y Hem3BecTH0, no xaxomy BapmaHTy 6yAeT
CTpOLITIDCR BCR axnmR "BapR", TO, AO BmRcHelamR, Aexo CTpOPITCR no BapmaHTy
1-omy.

OTHeelaTaHO B 4-x xonmRx:

1 xonmn nepeAaeTcR mHcTaugmm AAA.
1 xonmn ocTaeTcR B 0. ETa6e.
1 xonmR nepeAaeTcR mm.
1 xonmR nepecuaaeTcR BAC.


